DELUXE BOLT PACK

700 BOLTS - 50 Sizes, individually packaged. AN3, AN4 and AN5 bolts in lengths from 3/8" to 2-3/4" with drilled and undrilled shanks, in quantities selected to accommodate popular usage. Furnished with a 44-drawer storage cabinet. An exceptionally fine value.

P/N 04-00200 ............ $325.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

DELUXE WASHER & COTTER PIN PACK

2000 WASHERS, 700 COTTER PINS - 31 items, individually packaged. A combination of flat washers in steel and anodized aluminum, regular and light weight, large-area washers, internal locking type, Tinnerman countersunk washers and six useful sizes of cotter pins. 26 Drawer hardware cabinet included.

P/N 04-00800 ............ $358.95

DELUXE NUT PACK

1000 NUTS - 29 items, individually packaged. Nuts have been carefully selected to include every commonly used type in aircraft assembly - Self-locking, castle, plain hex, Pal, Tinnerman and all-metal two-lug anchor nuts not found in other hardware assortments. 26-Drawer Cabinet Included

P/N 04-00900 ............ $381.95

ASSORTED HARDWARE KITS

Contains: • 78 AN3 (10-32 size) Undrilled bolts in 13 consecutive sizes from AN3-4A through AN3-20A. AN4 (1/4" dia.) Undrilled bolts in 11 consecutive sizes from AN4-6A through AN4-20A + 10 AN365-1032 Stop Nuts +10 AN365-428 Stop Nuts +10 AN960-10 Washers +100 AN960-146 Washers +100 AN380-2-2 Cotter Pins

P/N 04-00400 ......... $58.75

With 26-Drawer Storage Cabinet: ......... P/N 04-00500 ........ $165.95

MECHANICS HARDWARE KIT

Contains: • AN3 (10-32 size) Bolts from 1/2" to 3" long • AN4 (1/4" dia.) Bolts from 1" to 4" long • AN5 (3/16" dia.) Bolts from 1-1/4" to 4-1/2" long • 300 AN960 Washers • 75 AN365 Stop Nuts • 100 AN380 Cotter Pins. Bolts are furnished with drilled and undrilled shanks. The proper number, size and type of nuts, washers and cotter pins are furnished to mate with bolts. Click "Expanded Kit Components" for a complete hardware list.

P/N 04-00600 .......... $235.00

With (1) 26 & (1) 64 -Drawer Storage Cabinets

P/N 04-00700 .......... $358.95

HARDWARE KITS

HARDWARE CABINETS

Heavy-duty small parts organizer cabinets. The "see-thru" clear plastic drawers measure 1-1/4" x 2-3/4" x 5-3/4". The plastic cabinets are black. Furnished with adjustable drawer dividers. 16 drawer is white plastic.

CABINETS

PORTABLE ORGANIZERS

16-Drawer... 04-01464 ....... $29.99 12-62 compartments... 04-01468 ....... $30.70

26-Drawer... 04-01465 ....... $48.65 11-46 compartments... 04-01469 ....... $37.99

44-Drawer... 04-01466 ....... $62.75 64-Drawer .............. 04-01477 ....... $68.75

Lg Dividers (25) 04-0501 .... $9.75 Sn Dividers (16) .... 04-02037 .... $13.55
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